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Are you struggling to write a successful resume? Are you frustrated with applying to organizations

and not getting interviews? Or maybe you are getting interviews, but you struggle to interview well

and ultimately get rejected.No matter your situation, The Golden Resume will show you how to get

the big internship or job you desire and deserve, through mastering your resume and acing

interviews.What Brian Robben shares in these pages are the proven strategies that the

top-performers and Brian utilized to dominate the job search. He personally studied resumes for

hundreds of hours, learned from mentors, and used the strategies in this book to the tune of

countless job offers and leverage to negotiate his starting salary $10,000 higher than the initial offer.

The Golden Resume has been created to give you resume and interview essentials in a concise

and applicable format that step-by-step teaches you:- Insight into recruiters and hiring

managerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mindset- Why most resumes are ignored- How to make your resume stand out

for limitless job interviews- The ways to craft your digital identity and online footprint- The secrets to

acing interviews and being an unforgettable candidate- One final job search essential to enhance

your successAs you know, the stakes are high for one little piece of paper. Do you know how to

write a resume that achieves the results you desire?By following the information and strategies in

The Golden Resume, you can use your resume to get your dream job and work with interesting

people, make a difference in the world, start with a high salary, and begin a satisfying career.If you

want these results, scroll to the top of the page and click Ã¢â‚¬Å“Buy now.Ã¢â‚¬Â•
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I enjoyed reading Brian's book. If you are beginning the interview process I would recommend you

download this book to prime the pump in creating a resume that is better than your peers. Don't let

the title fool you, it goes beyond resume advice to other key topics such as web presence,

networking, rapport building and telling your personal story. Here are my top 3 takeaways.1. Learn

to think like a job recruiter2. Learn to let your resume tell the story that will intrigue the recruiter

reading your resume.3.. Be prepared with intriguing and memorable stories when face-to-face with

the recruiter and (fingers crossed) the interviewer.

Brian Robben's book will be recommended by me to anyone not only writting their resume, but also

those who need dirrection on finding a passion and making movements towards such work.

Robben's book on how to build a resume comes out of hundreds of hours of Robben's journey and

now carreer in helping youth reach higher levels of aptitude. Big ideas which are clearly presented

which I believe will help those who are crafting a resume include:1) Finding a narrative in your

story2) Detailing how your online content is important3) How your personality and giftings can shine

through your pursuit of a carreer.

Brian is wise beyond his young age. This book is very engaging and relevant to recent college

grads and job applicants of any age. I review multiple resumes every day searching for the best

candidates to fill high paying professional positions. I am thoroughly impressed that Brian Is able to

zero in on the key points that I look for in a great resume.

Robben's book provides tools that feel will make you feel like you're hacking the system. With

accessible, approachable, and achievable solutions to the search for a profession, "The Golden

Resume" is the product, the result, of what can be achieved if the practices outlined in this book

were followed. Use it as a guide, an inspiration, or a manual. Use it to shine a light on the daunting

path to employment. Use it, and take your success.



There are several books out there that provide advice on resume-writing, interviewing, etc. What I

like about this book is that the author provides successful personal strategies, and tells you exactly

why they work, without fluff.He also understands and explains why social media plays an important

role in the process of job searching, interviewing, etc.The most interesting chapters of the book for

me, were the ones on creating stories that correspond to one's resume , and how impactful the

choice of words can be.I found it very helpful to view the author's actual resume, with a focus on the

strategies he used to enhance it.I plan on sharing this book with my two sons, both currently in

college.

It seems as though so many books about creating a resume touch on the exact same things. The

Golden Resume is different. It dives deeper into creating not just a perfect resume, but also a digital

brand and ensures that you display yourself to be the best candidate for any job you apply for. As a

recent college grad just starting the application process, I am confident that with the help of this

book I will be employed by an employer of my choice and will be in control of my career going

forward. Very quick but dense read, can't ask for more.

Very quick read with some really good tips. Having just graduated college and experiencing all

aspects of the interview process, I thought a lot of the core elements in this book really give the

interviewee a leg up on the competition. I highly recommend this book to anyone applying for jobs

out of college, or anyone looking to improve their interview/resume skills!

Absolutely loved it: Clear and concise, with lots of valuable advice. I actually found it quite inspiring

as well, rather than a mere "resume book". Will highly recommend to near graduates and recent

graduates.
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